On Valentine’s Day, Adrian Sharp (28), an aspiring novelist, shows off a newly bought home to his fiancée Pearl who’s furious
that he didn’t consult her. They launch into a devastating argument in which she complains about his lack of mutual interest
in astrology. Infuriated by his smart-ass comments, she leaves Adrian - a “freaking Scorpio”. The next day, Adrian meets his
sister Carman’s new employee at her café who unexpectedly scoffs at him when she finds out he’s a Scorpio. Now convinced
the zodiac affects his life, even if only through others’ belief, Adrian calls his agent, Julian, and announces his next book idea:
a how-to book for men on using the zodiac to woo and figure out women.
Although still heartbroken, Adrian finds his first date: a Scorpio, Scarlett, who turns out to be a borderline-obsessive fan of
his. Pretending to be back on the dating train, he also consults the café’s resident psychic Ophia Chus (late 20s). Meanwhile,
hoping to benefit from Adrian’s research, his nephew Jacob (16) fishes for advice. Ophia reveals her plans to travel to India to
deepen her knowledge of astrology.
When Scarlett gets an eyeful of his “research wall”, she flips out and vows to stop his book from publishing. Not enjoying his
empty dates and soon-to-follow break-ups, Adrian wants to drop everything and write a novel instead, but Julian refuses.
Spying on Adrian, Scarlett rallies his other dates to revolt against his grand scheme. All the while, Ophia and Adrian develop
an unexpected bond thanks to their frequent conversations. Adrian, who hates traveling, is suddenly conflicted by his new
feelings for Ophia and her fast-approaching departure.
When Adrian picks up Jacob at school, he discovers what a Don Juan he has become. At the café, Jacob shares his discovery
of tirades on social media about Adrian and his book. Infuriated, Ophia calls him a “freaking Scorpio” and disappears. In no
time, Scarlett has managed to defame his new book, ruin his reputation, and even destroy his laptop and research. Every
woman in town knows Adrian’s hidden agenda. Just when Adrian has hit rock bottom, Pearl returns. Looking into her eyes,
he remembers how she broke his heart. Adrian rushes to Ophia at the café, but instead finds a furious Carman.
Jacob visits his depressed uncle and informs him that Ophia hasn’t left yet. Revived, he urges his nephew to quit using astrology as a weapon but to listen to his heart instead. He rushes to Ophia to apologize, only to discover that she’s in the
middle of a panic attack. More afraid of losing her than the uncertainty of a new destination, Adrian decides to follow her to
India: without her, he’s an orphan star lost in the sky. She is where he belongs. That’s exactly what Ophia - an actual orphan,
twice - needed to hear from Adrian. Months later, Adrian sends his new, kinder, book (co-written with Ophia) to all the zodiac
girls to make amends. We last see him in India, lovingly rubbing Ophia’s protruding belly.
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The Zodiac Dater is a romantic comedy that deals with astrology, but more precisely with the twelve signs of the
zodiac. Astrology is a subject that has become increasingly popular with horoscopes appearing on a daily basis in all
types of media: social media, newspapers, television shows, radio, movies and a multitude of apps place various type of
astral advice at your fingertips. Nowadays, everyone knows their sign and has likely read their horoscope at least once.
Sure, astrology has been mentioned in many films. Mostly, it is used as a single-joke device or a quick reference. However, in this script astrology is taken seriously. While I understand that not everyone has an interest in astrology, I
intend to create a the storyline entertaining for a wide audience. The film’s intent is that astrology piques people’s
interest and that they at least learn a thing or two about its complexity and the difference between astrology and
popularized horoscopes through main character’s research.
The script has been described as a very strong and unique concept with an original take on the genre. With exploring
13 different romance stories about a complacent heartbroken main character, The Zodiac Dater cannot be described
as a typical romantic comedy; rather, it feels more like a coming-into-your-own story told through a skeptical main
character. As in any romantic comedy, however, Adrian will find love, it will come unexpectedly and it will provoke a big
change in his way of life.
The Zodiac Dater is a fun, witty and dynamic film. For each of the distinctive and memorable zodiac lady, the film will
provide a slightly new color, a new feeling, a new cinematographic style representing her sign. The story is thoughtprovoking and informative: it entertains, but it also starts conversations and opens minds. I consider The Zodiac Dater
a very precious and personal script. Raised by an astrologer, I learned very young how to use astrology to understand
and improve my relationships. I’m writing and directing this film to share the knowledge and to show what assistance
this misunderstood science-art of astrology can provide, in a fun, entertaining and accessible way.
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WINNER, 2017 SCRIPTAPALOOZA FELLOWSHIP
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RYAN GOSLING

JOSEPH GORDON-LEVITT

JUSTIN CHATWIN
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ZAC EFRON

EMMA STONE

MILA KUNIS

ZOOEY DESCHANEL
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KATE MICUCCI

TIFFANY HADDISH
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JULIA LOUIS-DREYFUS

JUDY GREER
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KATHRYN HAHN

JAKE T. AUSTIN

ANTHONY THERRIEN
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CHRIS ROCK

J. B. SMOOVE
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KEVIN HART

MALIN AKERMAN

ELISHA CUTHBERT

TERESA PALMER
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TEAM
PRODUCER -

NENE NWOKO

Nene Nwoko is an actress, producer and founder of Bufine Productions. She began her career in
the entertainment industry as an actress and a model. Prior to getting into acting, Nene worked in
the retail e-Commerce sector as a Web Producer and as e-Commerce Marketing Manager. With
a combined 17 years experience in both industries, she decided to get behind the scenes and start
producing films and shows that entertains, informs the mind and speaks to the heart. Nene is
known for films and TV shows like Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice, The Penitent Thief, A
Man Called Jon, Day 5, Your Worst Nightmare, The Sky Princess and many more. Nene is also a
producing partner on the TV Show entitled On This Site. A TV show about the Historical Markers
of Texas.
Films that Nene played the Lead Actress in won awards in various festivals. 2009’s “The Okra Principle,” received an AMAA nomination for “Best Film by an African Filmmaker in Diaspora,” 2011’s
“Mystery of Birds” won an AMAA for “Best Film by an African Living Abroad,” and 2014’s “Take
The Spotlight” won “Best Filmmaker” at the 9th Annual Peachtree Village International Film Festival in Atlanta, Georgia. “I Am More,” a documentary film project for the Texas Offenders Reentry
Initiative (T.O.R.I), received a Lone Star Emmy Award in 2014.
www.imdb.me/nenenwoko
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TEAM
WRITER/DIRECTOR -

NATASHA PARIS

At 12 years old, she created her first in a series of action-adventure comic books. Writing 30 feature screenplays served as a practice run until she became old enough to study screenwriting at the
university. After graduating, her goal was clearer than ever: gathering as much cinematographic
experience as possible so that one day she could direct her own feature film. Thus, Natasha worked
as an actor, assistant to producer, first assistant director, script supervisor, production coordinator,
and more.
In 2001, she wrote, directed and produced her first short film SOLITUDE, which screened at more
than 6 festivals. In 2003, Natasha worked for BBR Productions, a Montreal-based production company specializing in feature films and TV series, including EMOTIONAL ARITHMETIC (starring Susan Sarandon, Max Von Sydow, Gabriel Byrne, and Christopher Plummer). All of the films
Natasha wrote and directed have been screened in various festivals, including her second short film,
ROXY SOLO (e.g. Czech Republic’s Brno 16) followed by COMPULSION 1897 (e.g. Clermont-Ferrand Film Market and Cannes’ Short Corner Film Market), as well as EMPTY CALORIES (Winner
of WorldFest 2013 Bronze Remi Award), and finally MARGARITAS ON THE ROAD, a short sponsored by the Cirque du Soleil. She also directed the first 3 episodes of the web series THE ROSES.
Most recently, Natasha wrote, directed and produced a 2017 Dallas 48 Hour Film Project, SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMEONE BLUE, which won Best Film, Best Writing as well as Best Cinematography. She also won the SCRIPTAPALOOZA FELLOWSHIP with THE ZODIAC DATER.
www.imdb.me/natashaparis
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Lunaluz Productions

NATASHA PARIS
WRITER / DIRECTOR

954-464-4046

natasha_paris@hotmail.com

Bufine Productions
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info@bufineproductions.com
www.bufineproductions.com

